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Making a Difference by Michael Kramer
Bangladesh
Two recent fires and a building collapse in Bangladesh
have resulted in the deaths of over fifteen-hundred garment
workers, with a thousand or more seriously injured. While
the incidents are not related, they reflect the abysmal human
rights record of global companies that turn a blind eye to
unsafe working conditions in Bangladesh.

Natural World View by Hal Brill
Rethinking Asset Allocation

Historically, these types of episodes have been greeted
with only temporary outrage. Sweatshop conditions have
dogged the apparel industry since the start of the industrial revolution, and while today’s offshore abuses have
triggered occasional lawsuits and boycotts, the truth is
that the modern apparel industry has largely written these
public relations nightmares off as a normal cost of business,
rather than as impetus to adopt a more humane standard.
Americans in particular have a short attention span on child
labor issues and poor working conditions—though anyone
who has visited a maquiladora across the Mexican border
to see how American companies such as Xerox, GE, Ford,
Honeywell, Motorola, and Fisher Price escape our labor and
environmental laws would surely be outraged.

The crucial role of asset allocation and diversification in
conventional investment theory presumes that owning a
range of financial instruments (stocks, bonds, CDs, etc.), as
well as real estate, is the most prudent path to long-term
financial security. For much of the 20th century, traditional
wisdom (and historic results) held that the market would
reliably rise by 7-10% per year. But starting with the dot-com Because of the apparel industry’s history with exploitation
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Natural World View continued from cover
Depression that investors lost money over ten years) has
stretched to thirteen years. Let’s see . . . virtually no overall
return, amidst hair-raising volatility, infused with unending
tales of corruption. Perhaps it IS time to think about some
new strategies.
Total Asset Allocation—which we’re developing as part
of our new book—expands the concept of diversification
by drawing from three broad classes of assets: personal,
financial, and tangible. By climbing out of the box that
confines investors to mainstream financial offerings, you’ll
discover a big world beyond Wall Street that is much more
diverse and interesting, less volatile, and maybe even fun! So
moving beyond money alone, you will come to see that the
ways you invest your time and energy on a daily basis can
be integrated with your financial decisions so that they are
all working towards the same goals. Let’s take a brief look at
what’s included in each of these asset classes.
Financial assets are the familiar currency of the realm that
we’re used to calling “investments.” Your financial assets
may include corporate stocks, debt instruments (i.e. bonds)
that loan money to governments or corporations, or savings
and checking accounts, along with any number of today’s
more complex, or, shall we say, “creative” investment instruments, such as derivatives, repackaged loans, etc. Vehicles
such as mutual funds and now ETF’s—exchange traded
funds—are designed to help investors diversify among
these assets.

assets. Our choices about which, and how many, tangible
assets to invest in has a huge impact on the world, and in
many ways, is at the center of our economic lives.
Yet our tangible assets extend beyond the stuff we have in our
houses and basements, which mostly reflects our purchasing
choices in the market economy. On a larger scale, you may
decide to convert some of your financial assets into tangible
assets that benefit the broader community, while adding to
your own sense of security. This could include things like
habitat conservation projects, efforts to keep water rights
with the land rather than being sold to distant cities, or
investments in local food systems (from membership in a
community-supported farm to conserving agricultural land
for future generations of farmers). Ultimately, a healthy,
functioning ecosystem is our most fundamental tangible
asset, one that we all hold in common.
Personal and Social assets refer to the time and energy we
put toward taking care of ourselves – mind, body and soul
– as well as to nurturing the web of social relationships that
define us: partner, family, neighborhood, church, community,
culture, bioregion, social networks, country, and even the
planet. This is the “asset class” that you’ve probably been
least likely to see as part of your investment choices, though
it is quite possible that this is the one you are most actively
engaged in – that is, investing in! – on a regular basis.

Our social and personal relationships are an essential kind
of wealth that can’t be ignored; they require dedicated
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Holistic Solutions
Investment Advisor’s Eye
by Christopher Peck
There’s a phrase I often use in discussion with clients:
“applying the investment advisor’s eye.” What do I mean
by this? You probably have a sense of what it means when
looking at financial assets, but what about for our personal
assets and tangible assets? What types of questions do we
ask? How do we think about, analyze, and put in perspective
these alternative and non-traditional investments?

Certainly we all know what it means to think critically about
these spending-investing decisions like buying a home or
financing a college education. What are some elements of
this type of thinking that we could apply to decisions about
our social and community assets, or the tangible “things”
we convert our money into? In general, applying the
investment advisor’s eye means being more comprehensive
in your thinking: think about the money with some degree
of financial sophistication, think about how your decisions
affect your family and your community, think about how
you are helping or hindering the building of a better world.
More specifically, there are four big things we do: we make
sure the investment is in line with community and ecological
values, we do the math, we evaluate risks, and we think
comprehensively to make sure we allocate properly.
Doing the math means asking a series of questions: how much
does it cost, either in time or cash, and what does it return,
in money, or a tangible value like food or habitat (for you
or for other species), or an intangible value like communitybuilding or health or peace of mind. How and when do the
costs have to be paid out? When and how do the returns
start to come in? We’re regularly scanning for activities that

require a small investment but provide a big return; we call
this “bang for the buck” in the investment world. We also
look at the certainty or lack thereof with the investment – do
we know we can rely on the investment to perform the way
we think it should? In the financial realm, are you protecting
your capital, and maintaining sufficient liquidity? When you
draw from your financial assets to diversify into personal or
tangible assets, it’s time to give some thought to how you’ll
assess the “returns” on those non-financial assets that you’re
now holding, and often growing.
We’re also always asking about risks. Could the
investment go sour or be a waste of time, and if
so, how bad would that be for you? Are there any
obvious problems to be on the look out for, and how
can you build in some adaptability if the problems
arise? What type of risk does the investment expose
you to? It’s important to remember that everything
entails risk, even doing nothing (opportunity cost
risk), so the question is: what risks and how risky? A
short list of some of the risks we look at with financial
assets might include interest rates, government intervention, lack of government intervention, currency
fluctuations, and climate change. Some of these
may apply to other asset types, where you’ll want
to consider some fresh perspectives on risk as well:
changes in your health or economic disruptions in
your community would likely affect your personal
assets, for example, while severe weather could
impact some of your tangible assets. We’re always
looking for ways to reduce risks, either with diversification or
hedging or other strategies.
Once we’ve done the math and looked at risks, the next
component is looking for balance between the selected
investment options. We sometimes joke that diversification
is investment advisor 101: don’t put all your eggs in one
basket. Obviously, our broader picture of assets is offering
you even more baskets than those you’re already using
for financial instruments. We also look for correlations to
other investments, which is a fancy way of saying that we
try to reduce some risks by including other investments that
provide a balance. This can also happen in a non-obvious
way, such as by including even riskier investments to reduce
the overall risk. In general, asset allocation is more art than
science, balancing the spreadsheet factors with a sense of
overall fitness.
This is, of course, a very quick introduction to a topic that
we’ve all given a lot of thought to over the years, and we
look forward to more in-depth conversations about your
individual needs and choices about how to balance your
financial, personal, and tangible assets.
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Making a Difference continued from cover
Meanwhile, the International Corporate Accountability
Roundtable, formed by the world’s leading human rights,
labor, and environmental groups, has been working to
demonstrate that companies who lag on human rights and
sustainability issues are taking on a real profitability risk.
When work stops, or there is
conflict with communities, it
clearly affects productivity,
but not until the industry
interprets these instances
as more than just the small
cost of doing business will a
higher standard be set.
The recent Accord on
Fire and Building Safety
in Bangladesh is a legallybinding agreement between
the companies and unions,
and it features independent
safety inspections with
public reports, mandatory
factory building renovations, the obligation by brands and
retailers to underwrite the cost of repairs, and a vital role
for workers and their unions in protecting their own safety.
Since the Accord was announced, it has been telling that
of the 50 companies that have signed on as of early June,
only 5(!) are American: Abercrombie & Fitch, PVH (owner
of Tommy Hilfiger and Calvin Klein), Sean John Apparel,
Scoop NYC, and Zac Posen.
Meanwhile, the likes of American Eagle, Nordstrom, K-Mart,
Macy’s, Sears, JC Penney, WalMart, GAP, Kohls, Target,
Carter’s, and Foot Locker have refused to sign it. While
these and other manufacturers and retailers are working
on another agreement to be released in July, we expect the
standard will be lower and not include the sorts of union and
NGO stakeholders that can verify standards are being met or
hold companies accountable for their practices.
Thus, it is up to the public to pressure U.S. companies to
adopt higher operational standards. In May, a group of
over two hundred investors representing $2.2 trillion of
assets under management (including NI), along with the
International Labor Organization and other labor groups,
NGOs, and companies, released an investor statement on
Bangladesh calling on companies to implement plans with
measurable goals to address all aspects of fire and building
safety in a timely manner. Drafted by the Interfaith Center on
Corporate Responsibility, the letter “calls on industry leaders
to implement systemic reforms that will ensure worker safety
and welfare, and to adopt zero tolerance policies on global
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supply chain abuses.” Citing the ethical imperative, the
statement suggests, “Morality dictates that the price/value
calculus for all manufactured goods must begin with the
fundamental human rights of workers, including health and
safety, freedom of association, and collective bargaining and
a living wage”
Sustainable and responsible
investors are demanding
that relevant companies
join the Accord, and thus
commit to working with
local trade unions and to
ensuring a living wage for
all workers. We demand
that companies publicly
disclose their suppliers’
programs to ensure the
safety and health of all their
workers and measure their
performance against these
goals, applying corrective
action when needed. We expect companies to ensure
that appropriate grievance mechanisms are in place, along
with effective remedies for affected workers and families,
including compensation.
To spur additional movement on this issue, in June, over one
hundred organizations, representing a diverse set of unions,
religious groups, investors, and human rights organizations,
sent a letter to Secretary of State John Kerry urging the
administration “to publicly support the Accord on Fire and
Building Safety in Bangladesh, and to call on U.S. brands
and retailers to sign on immediately.” Citing the political
implications of the Accord, the appeal states that the U.S.
government needs “to be seen as leaders in developing
effective assurances for worker safety going forward. This is
essential if the Bangladeshi garment industry is to be a path
to both economic and human development for Bangladesh,
a critical ally for the U.S. in the region.”
We will keep working with our government and corporate
management to implement safe and responsible business
practices so that such tragic events in places like Bangladesh,
the Philippines, Guatemala, and China no longer occur. For
a comprehensive look at these standards and the important
business reporting, policy, and judicial initiatives underway
to address this issue, check out the Institute for Human
Rights and Business’ new manual, “Investing the Rights
Way: A Guide for Investors on Business and Human Rights,”
available at www.ihrb.org.

Building Sustainable Community
Community by Design
by Malaika Maphalala
Out on the edges of Portland, in a pretty suburb called
Sherwood, my friend Narendra Varma has established a
noteworthy new model of community based sustainable
agriculture. It’s an interesting, well-thought out project that
began with the lovely name “Community by Design”. Having
been a founding member of an intentional community, I
was very curious to hear the details of the organizational
infrastructure that is designed to foster the growth of a landbased, cooperative economic and social system.
I came to know Narendra through Slow Money – a national
movement to catalyze investment into sustainable regional
food systems. Narendra, inspired by the movement, decided
to invest his personal assets into creating a model that could
benefit his own family, farmers, and the greater community.
Based on fifty eight acres of farmland with a pond and year
round creek, Narendra’s project is just two years old. The
vision is supported by a constellation of three entities: the
Community by Design LLC, a not-for profit land trust that
owns the land; a member-owned cooperative of farmers,
producers, and local customers called Our Table, which
leases the land and manages an integrated organic food
production business; and the Manav Foundation, a 501(c3)
educational non-profit dedicated to promoting a locally
adapted culture and economy.
Narendra gathered a great team of people together and drew
from several key resources in fleshing out his vision. The
project is based on permaculture and biodynamic principles
of farming and land stewardship, and a design team that
included permaculture greats Jenny Pell and Doug Bullock
of Permaculture Now! were integral
in the initial planning stages. The
Northwest Cooperative Development
Center helped draft their articles of
incorporation and provided valuable
advice along the way.
The Our Table Cooperative is modeled
after Equal Exchange, a trailblazing
fair-trade company that has evolved
a beautiful model of a successful
democratically-run cooperative over
its twenty five years of existence. Our
Table drew from their wisdom-through-experience and
structured themselves using the same tools Equal Exchange
has honed over time. Being an integrated farming operation,
the cooperative is made up of many small-scale “business
units” that function in a coordinated and interdependent
fashion under the Our Table brand. Livestock producers,

vegetable growers, beekeepers, and value added producers,
all share space and practical resources including processing,
storage and packaging, marketing, and distribution. Already,
Our Table produces and sells blueberries, seasonal produce
through its Community Supported Agriculture program,
popcorn, chickens, geese, and grass-fed beef from cattle
managed in a rotational grazing system that brings them to
fresh pasture every day. This fall, they’ll be breaking ground
on a commercial kitchen and processing facility and an
on-farm retail space.
Everyone who’s part of their “Shared Value Network”–
whether farmer, marketing director, value added producer,
or distributer – is an employee or member of the Our Table
Cooperative. In its first year of development, the Community
by Design LLC is the host entity for the cooperative, hiring
employees, and helping to guide it through its formative
stages until an official board of directors can be elected. In
their first year, all staff at Our Table are simply employees
of the cooperative. After one year they become eligible
to become member-owners by purchasing a share in the
company. As member-owners, they have the power to vote

in decisions about the cooperative, elect members of the
board of directors, and share
profits in the form of patronage
dividends. The cooperative
is made up of multiple stakeholders, however – not just the
workers. Other stakeholders are regional producers who sell
their products through the cooperative, and individuals and
families who purchase food shares and wish to be active
members of the coop. Each of these stakeholders is represented on the seven member board of directors, which also
continued on next page
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Living the NI Life
Balance
by Greg Garvan
As I began thinking about this article, I googled “natural
balance” and was surprised that what came back in return
was a multitude of pet food sites! Not exactly what was on
my mind as I thought about Natural Investments/NI people,
and the balance we strive for in our lives. I was thinking
more of the “needs versus wants,” the ‘”play versus work,”
the “make time versus make money,” the “save versus
spend” – all these seesaws, as we do our best to create
balance among our many personal values.
I wonder how different our NI people are, in terms of
seeking to prioritize balance in their lives? When we speak
with clients about what’s important to them, and ask what
they want from their lives, their money, their assets, I know I
often hear in reply that what they REALLY want is more time
for the simpler pleasures in their life. I suspect for many of
us, having more time is more important than having more
money. I’m sure you’ve heard the old saw that “no one ever
wound up on their deathbed saying ‘Gee, I wish I had spent
more time at the office’.” No, clearly for most all of us, we’d
rather have had time with family, loved ones, and friends. In
2013, how hard is it to balance this?
Living intentionally takes real dedication, but is essential for
those of us who want to create balance in our lives. I’m
sometimes surprised at how many of you seem to find it
quite natural to live with intention and focus. You’ve found
ways to create more time in your life, by often living with
less material goods; you’ve balanced the joy and flavor of
fresh local foods with the extra costs of imported foods you
may also value; you have chosen work that gives you more
control over your time, while perhaps earning less; you have

chosen to take care of other family members or friends,
because you value other people in your life more than work,
work, working. And yet, such balance isn’t always as easy
to maintain as it may appear, and for many of our clients,
keeping one’s head above the water, so as to make clear
choices of direction, remains difficult. Mainstream culture
continues to encourage us to be “material girls,” to keep
spending our finite financial resources as we turn to food
or alcohol or our screens to help us “forget” our problems.
None of this is helpful for trying to find balance in one’s life.
So, how might we use our money to give us more balance
in our lives? I know some of you have chosen to earn less
for a year or two, so you can spend more time with a young
baby/child, or an elderly family member. I know many of
you have used your savings as a way of investing in your
own life dreams and values, starting socially sustainable
businesses or creating a home that nourishes your soul
and your relationships while having a modest energy
footprint. I know many of you use your assets as a tool for
making a difference in your world, both sending money to
worthy causes and investing time and money in your local
communities.
Balancing choices in life is what we think the Natural
Investments world is all about; it’s why you’ve chosen to
look for sustainable and socially responsible investments and
to encourage efforts at shareholder activism! It’s a counterbalance to the prevailing messages of corporate greed and
social inequality, and we want to continue to support you in
your balancing act. Are there any examples from your world
that you’d be willing to share with others? Drop me a note at
Garvan@Naturalinvestments.com, and I’ll try to share some
of your thoughts in future articles.

Building Sustainable Community continued from page 5
includes two positions reserved for capital shareholders
– those who have invested in the company but are not
members of the cooperative. Together they will share in the
guidance and direction of the cooperative
The beauty of the whole vision is in its intention to preserve
this land for the purpose of sustainable food production in
perpetuity. The LLC is structured to prevent it from being able
to sell the land, and should the cooperative ever dissolve, the
land can only be donated to the Manav Foundation which
has a charter in place to ensure the land is always used for
primarily permaculture and agricultural production. Also
impressive to me is that Narendra has thought long and hard
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about what it will take to make the critical transition from one
man’s dream to a truly shared economic and social cooperative community and he has taken very deliberate steps to
establish a thoughtful legal framework that will support this
journey. In the tradition of some of the best examples of
cooperative projects, Our Table has maintained a very open,
transparent process. Their website is deeply informative
and offers easy access to their Articles of Incorporation. In
this way, they are a clear expression of their hope to inspire
others to develop similar cooperative systems that benefit
people, communities, and the earth.

What’s Up on Wall Street
Investors Watching the Bond Market
by Scott Secrest
The second quarter proved a wild ride for stock and
bond investments. Supported by an improving real estate
market, ongoing federal stimulus programs, and modestly
improving economic data, stock values had marched higher
all year, reaching all-time highs by mid-May. However,
stock and bond values both turned lower following a May
22nd announcement by Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke that
an important stimulus program may begin to wind down
this year.

bond values declined about 2.3% over the quarter, with a
similar decline for the year. So what spooked the market?
The answer probably lies in the way the Fed has sought to
distinguish its stimulus policy from its interest rate policy.
When Bernanke set out the parameters for the former, he
tried to emphasize that the latter had not changed. The Fed
remained committed to keeping its short-term interest-rate
target at or near zero until unemployment falls to 6.5%. The
intended message: Interest rates will stay low until after the
economy has recovered, so please feel confident to spend,
invest, and hire. Investors, though, perceived the taperingoff of stimulus as a sign that the Fed would also start raising
short-term interest rates sooner than previously thought.

The pullback was about 6% from peak-to-trough, though the
market did rebound in the final week. In spite
of June declines, large company stock values
The intended message: Interest rates
in the U.S. finished the quarter up about 3%,
and up nearly 14% for 2013. Smaller U.S.
will stay low until after the economy
companies were also up – slightly over 3% for
has recovered, so please feel confident
the quarter and better than 16% on the year.
However, foreign stocks were off by more
to spend, invest, and hire.
than 2% for the quarter, leaving them up just
2% for the year.
The Bernanke comments in May sparked
a sell-off in stocks as investors believed that the longanticipated end of federal economic stimulus was at hand.
He said the central bank expects to start tapering its $85
billion a month in bond purchases (which pumps cash into
the economy) toward the end of this year, with an eye to
ceasing them altogether by the middle of next year. Traders
read into the announcement that Fed action to begin raising
interest rates could not be far behind. Each of these events
might be expected to cool the economy and the prospects
for the stock market going forward.
The Fed has begun the talk of tapering because it is starting
to see improvement in the U.S. economy. Indeed the data
in the quarter did show steady, if unspectacular, economic
improvement. While the stock market responded swiftly to
the Fed Chairman’s remarks, the most dramatic action has
unfolded in the bond market.

The main reason
longer-term investors
hold bonds is to
provide both yield
and ballast (a stabilizer of equity risk) in a
portfolio. With yields
in today’s markets at
low levels, bonds are
not providing as much
of a cushion against rising rates or stock market volatility.
While market participants agree the Fed will have to
withdraw its stimulus efforts eventually, the timing and
process the central bank uses has become a central
concern for economists. Investors have found themselves
in the peculiar position of evaluating whether good news
on the economy is good for stocks or bad news because it
increases the odds that the central bank would make good
on its intention of tapering off its bond purchases.
In the long run, though, our recovery comes from individuals
taking on real investments in real economic endeavors.
Increasing the funding opportunities for sustainable
companies that innovate, create a real return on capital,
generate real growth, and create real jobs is a primary goal
of socially responsible investors.

Bond values are known to move in the opposite direction
of interest rates. So, rising rates, or even the anticipation of
them, may move bond values lower. Also, the $85 billion
in bond purchases which the Fed has been making each
month create demand for bonds, helping to support their
values. In what some feel was an overreaction, the bond
market pushed the interest rate on the ten-year Treasury
from 1.6% at the beginning of May all the way to 2.6%
in June. Since we know that bond values move opposite
of interest rates, we would expect bond values to move
lower, and this indeed did happen. Broadly measured
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